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Towards A Trace-based Approach to Increasing

the Comprehensibility and Predictability of

Bidirectional Graph Transformations

Soichiro Hidaka, Martin Billes, Quang Minh Tran
Bidirectional graph transformation is expected to play an important role in model-driven software engineer-

ing where changes in the artifacts are reflected not only from upstream to downstream, but also into the

other direction, in the compositions of transformations that refine the artifacts from high level specifications

down to concrete ones closer to implementation.

However, how the changes are propagated to which part, and what kind of updates are successfully

propagated, is difficult to predict if not impossible, especially when the transformation becomes more

complex.

In this paper, we propose, in the compositional framework of bidirectional graph transformation, a well-

defined tracing mechanism between source, transformation and target. In our GUI, when the user selects

some part of these artifacts, the corresponding parts in the other artifacts are highlighted. It helps the

user predict to which part of the source the modification is reflected, or which part of the code the user

should modify in case the part comes from the transformation. Moreover, edges of the target artifacts are

rendered in a classified manner so that any edits in the constant class are always rejected while in the

rest of correlated classes, simultaneous edits of multiple edges in a class amount to inconsistent edits so

users can know without executing backward transformation which parts can be safely edited. Our graph

transformation framework has been made comprehensible and predictable by our proposals.

1 Introduction

Models being used for Model-Driven Software

Engineering can become large, so large in fact

that they become difficult to comprehend for the

developers. To allow for better comprehension,

one can use a view of the model to highlight

certain interesting aspects of it. A view of a model

does not have to serve simplifcation alone: it

can provide a different perspective on the model

information, like the classical transformation from

classes to relational databases. With views arises

the problem of view updating. When the view of
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a model is modified, the source model should have

those changes reflected, if possible. This view-

update problem can be solved with bidirectional

transformations [5]. The view-update problem is

widely studied in the database community [1] [6]

and more recently the programming language

community [7] [2].

In software engineering, bidirectional transfor-

mation is expected to play an important role,

especially in the generative approach taken in

model-driven software development in which

models are manipulated by transformations to

generate models and other artifacts, where changes

in the downstream of the chain of transformations

are expected to be reflected back to upstream,

so that, for example, defect found and fixed

downstream can be propagated to the upstream to

avoid reproducing the defect.

Such bidirectional transformations consist of two

parts (see Fig. 1): forward transformation (F) and

backward transformation (B) [14]. A source model

is transformed to a view model via a forward trans-



formation. The forward transformation may dis-

card some of the information found in the source

and create some new information on its own. It

also has the possibility to rearrange the informa-

tion found in the source model, sometimes dupli-

cating parts of the source model. For this paper,

we assume source and view models to be repre-

sented in the form of edge-labeled graphs, GS and

GV , as we consider model transformation as our

primary application and models are represented by

graphs [10] [11]. The supporting bidirectional graph

transformation [8] is based on bidirectional inter-

pretation of existing unidirectional graph transfor-

mation language based on structural recursion on

unstructured data [3]. The bulk semantics of the

structural recursion that allows per-edge indepen-

dent computation is utilized in the bidirectionaliza-

tion.

In order to make bidirectional transformation

useful, we need round-trip properties [5]. In our

setting, given forward transformation F [[e]]ρ to

compute forward transformation e under variable

binding ρ (ρ corresponds to the source, and at

the start of the transformation it includes the

global variable that binds the input graph) and

backward transformation ρ′ = B[[e]](ρ, G′) that

produces updated source ρ′ given the updated

view graph G′ and the original source ρ, we

demand that bidirectional transformation satisfy

the GetPut and WPutGet (weaker notion of

PutGet [7] or Consistency [1] because of the

rather arbitrary variable reference allowed in our

language) properties [8], which are:

FJeKρ = GV

BJeK(ρ, GV ) = ρ
(GetPut)

BJeK(ρ, G′
V ) = ρ′ FJeKρ′ = G′′

V

BJeK(ρ, G′′
V ) = ρ′ (WPutGet)

where GetPut says that if the view is not updated

after forward transformation, then the result of the

following backward transformation agrees with the

original source, and W(Weak)PutGet says that, the

result G′′
V of the forward transformation using the

result ρ′ of a backward transformation with up-

dated view G′
V may differ from G′′

v , but the back-

ward transformation using G′′
V with the original

source ρ produces ρ′ again. In other words, the

effect of G′′
V relative to ρ is the same as the effect

GS GV

F

G′

V

edit operation

G′

S

B

Fig. 1 Scheme of Bidirectional Transformation

of G′
V .

One question raised is whether backward trans-

formation should be total or partial. In our case, we

want to look explicitly at partial backward trans-

formation which rejects some updates on the view

graph.

Given elements of the view such as nodes or

edges, it may be hard to track the origin of

that element. It is not immediately apparent

whether a part has its origin in the source graph or

whether it was created new in the transformation

query. When looking at the query itself, it is also

ambiguous which view elements are created by a

query construct at hand.

After edits to the view graph have been made,

backward transformation is executed to reflect the

view changes back to the source model. We shall

restrict the changes that can be made to the view

graph to in-place updates where only the edge la-

bel is edited, not looking at cases of insertion or

deletion of edges. Some updates might be rejected

by backward transformation. In particular, edits of

an edge label cannot be reflected back if the label

appears as a constant of the query. This is because

the query itself cannot be updated by the process

of backward transformation. If one of the updates

made to the view graph is rejected, backward trans-

formation fails as a whole. After a collection of

update operations has been piled up, it becomes

quite difficult to track back the reason for a fail-

ing backward transformation: the transformation

itself is unable to give meaningful error messages

due to the bulk semantics we use in our implemen-

tation. In these bulk semantics, the view graph

first needs to be decomposed into individual parts

before transformation is applied to it. That way,

the error messages presented by backward trans-

formation when it fails are in the local context of

the decomposed graph and cannot easily be under-

stood in a global context. With our framework of

tracing and classification of view edges, we can tell



for example which part of the query contribute to

the view, different edits conflicts (classification), or

what part of the query caused the problem (such

as constant update violation).

There are some existing work that share our

goals. For tracing, Van Amstel et al. [20] proposed

the visualization of traces, but in the unidirectional

model transformation settings. For the classifi-

cation, Matsuda and Wang’s work [16] proposed

the extention of semantic bidirectionalization to

cope with limitation of existing semantic bidirec-

tionalization and used mechanism that turned out

to be very similar to our classification framework.

We discuss the correspondence in the related work

section (Section 7) in more detail.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 is the preliminary content for the rest

of the paper, summarizing the semantics of our

underlying graph data model, core graph language

UnCAL and the user-level syntax UnQL. Readers

already familiar with them can safely skip the first

two subsections of this section. Section 3 motivates

our work by examples, which are also used in

the following sections. Section 4 proposes tracing

mechanism that supports the highlighting of the

correspondence between source, transformation

and target. Section 5 proposes an algorithm to

classify the edges in the target to support showing

the editability (whether particular editing of the

edge(s) fails or not). Section 6 describes how the

proposed mechanisms in the preceding sections

are integrated in our bidirectional graph transfor-

mation system GRoundTram (Graph Roundtrip

Transformation for Models) [10] [11]. Section 7

discusses related work, and Section 8 concludes

with future work.

2 Preliminaries

Our graph model builds upon graph construc-

tors (see Fig. 2) that are a subset of the UnCAL

(Unstructured CALculus) query language [3]. This

language allows us to describe all graphs with re-

spect to bisimulation. A forward transformation

query is written in the UnCAL language or alterna-

tively in UnQL (Unstructured Query Language) [3]

which is syntactic sugar on top of UnCAL and is

transformed to UnCAL before executing. The most

important element of the UnCAL language is the

structural recursion construct rec, which executes

e ::= {} | {l : e} | e ∪ e | &x := e | &y | ()

| e ⊕ e | e @ e | cycle(e) { constructor }
| $g { graph variable }
| if l = l then e else e { conditional }
| let $g = e in e | llet $l = l in e { variable binding }
| rec(λ($l , $g).e)(e) { structural recursion application }

l ::= a | $l { label (a ∈ Label) and label variable }

Fig. 3 Core UnCAL Language

a query fragment in bulk independently on a set

of edges. The raw view graph will have trace in-

formation stored in the node IDs that allow back-

ward transformation to reverse the bulk semantics

algorithm and properly identify the iteration that

a view edge was created by.

In the rest of this section, we explain the graph

data model we use, the UnCAL and UnQL lan-

guages in more detail, and then the additional ex-

tension of UnCAL forward transformation used in

the following sections.

2. 1 UnCAL

The graphs we deal with are multi-rooted, edge-

labeled graphs where all information is stored in

edge labels, and the label of nodes have no particu-

lar meanings other than as identifiers. There is no

order between outgoing edges of nodes. The notion

of graph equivalence is based on bisimulation, so

equivalence between the graphs are efficiently de-

termined [3], and we can always normalize [11] up

to isomorphism.

Figure 4 shows examples of our graphs. We

represent a graph by a quadruple (V, E, I, O),

where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of

edges where an edge is represented by a triple

of source node, label and destination node,

ranges over the set Edgeε, where labels range

over Label ∪ {ε}(Labelε), and I is the set that

identifies the root nodes. Apart from the roots

as “entry points” of graphs, we also have “exit

points” as represented by the set O. For example,

the graph on the left in Figure 4 is represented

by (V, E, I, O) where V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, E =

{(1, a, 2), (1, b, 3), (1, b, 4), (2, a, 5), (3, a, 5), (5, d, 6),

(6, c, 3)}, I = {(&, 1)}, and O = {}.
The roots of the graph are uniquely identified

by the input markers denoted like &x that range

over the set Marker . We also call these roots in-
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Fig. 2 Graph Constructors of UnCAL

put nodes and denote the input node identified by

marker &x by I(&x ). A special marker & is called the

default marker, and we used the marker in the ex-

ample. The nodes that correspond to “exit points”

are the nodes that are associated with markers, but

indicated by O instead of I, like {(4, &y)} if the node

4 has output marker &y . The graph in the example

has no output marker. We call the nodes that are

identified by O the output nodes. Output nodes

are used as connecting points to other graphs, as

we will explain shortly. We denote each compo-

nent of the quadruple using “.” syntax, like g.V for

graph g. We represent the type of the graphs by

DBX
Y where X is the set of input markers and Y is

the set of output markers. The graph in the above

example has type DB&
∅. We omit the superscript if

the set is {&} and subscript if the set is empty. So

we also denote the type of the example graph sim-

ply by DB . We denote the (static) type of UnCAL

expression e similarly by e :: DBX
Y .

In UnCAL, we have nine graph constructors

(Fig. 3) whose semantics is illustrated in Fig. 2.

We used hooked arrows (↪→) in the figure stacked

with the graph constructor operator symbols to

denote the computation by the constructors where

left hand side is the operand(s) and the right hand

side is the result of the construction. There are

three nullary constructors. () constructs a graph

without any nodes nor edges. Consequently no

input and output marker is present either, i.e.,

F [[()]] ∈ DB∅. {} constructs a graph with a node

with default input marker (&) and no edges, so

F [[{}]] ∈ DB . &y constructs a graph similar to {}
with additional output marker &y associated with

the node, i.e., F [[{}]] ∈ DB{&y}
{ : } takes a label l and a graph g ∈ DBY and

prepend an edge labeled l to the root of the graph g,

and the the source of the prepended edge becomes

the new root of the resultant graph with default

input marker, thus {l : g} ∈ DBY . The graph union

g1 ∪ g2 for graphs g1 ∈ DBX
Y1 and g2 ∈ DBX

Y2 with

identical set of input markers X = {&x1, . . . , &xm},
new m root nodes associated with each element of

X are constructed, and for each of these nodes,

two ε-edges are extended from the new root to the

original roots of operand graphs for each of such

original input marker, thus g1 ∪ g2 ∈ DBX
Y1∪Y2 .

The input node renaming operator :=

takes a marker &x and a graph g ∈ DBY
Z

for Y = {&y1, . . . , &ym}, and returns a graph

whose input markers are prepended by &x , thus

(&x := g) ∈ DB&x .Y
Z where the dot “.” opera-

tion is a marker concatenation operation that,

together with default input marker & forms a

monoid, i.e., &.&x = &x .& = &x for any marker

&x ∈ Marker , and &x .Y = {&x .&y1, . . . , &x .&ym} for



Y = {&y1, . . . , &ym}. In particular, when Y = {&},
the := operator just assign a new name to the

root of the operand, i.e., (&x := g) ∈ DB
{&x}
Y for

g ∈ DBY .

The disjoint union g1 ⊕ g2 of two graphs g1 ∈
DBX

X ′ and g2 ∈ DBY
Y′ with disjoint set of input

markers, i.e., X ∩ Y = ∅, the resultant graph in-

herits all the markers, edges and nodes from the

operands, thus g1 ⊕ g2 ∈ DBX∪Y
Y′∪Y′ .

The remaining two constructors connect output

and input nodes with matching markers by ε-edges.

Graph append g1 @ g2 of two graphs g1 ∈ DBX
X ′∪Z

and g2 ∈ DBX ′∪Z′
Y with matching subset of mark-

ers Y connects the output nodes and input nodes

with matching markers X ′ and discards the rest of

the markers, thus g1 @ g2 ∈ DBX
Y . As a useful id-

iom, this operator is often used to project (select)

one input marker and rename it as the default in-

put marker, while discarding the rest of the input

makers (and thus they are left unreachable), like

taking X = {&}, Z = ∅ and X ′ = {&x ′}, i.e., &x ′@g2

to return a graph g2 with the input marker &x ′ re-

named to the default one and leave the subgraphs

reachable from the rest of the input nodes unreach-

able. The cycle operator does operations similar

to @ but in an intra-graph instead of inter-graph

manner. For a graph g ∈ DBX
X∪Y with X ∩ Y = ∅,

cycle(g) connects output and input nodes of g with

matching markers X and construct m nodes with

input markers in X , connected with the original

input nodes of g with matching input markers by

ε-edges. The output markers in Y are left as is.

It is worth noting that any graph in the data

model can be expressed by using these UnCAL

constructors (up to bisimilarity). For example the

graph on the left in Figure 4 can be represented by

&n1@cycle((&n1 := {a:&n2 ,b:&n3 ,b:&n4} ,

&n2 := {a:&n5} ,

&n3 := {a:&n5} ,

&n4 := {} ,

&n5 := {d:&n6} ,

&n6 := {c :&n3})) .

The semantics of conditionals is standard, except

the condition is restricted to label equivalence

comparison. There are two kinds of variables:

label variables denoted like $l or $l1, binds labels,

while graph variables denoted by $g . . . $g1 . . .

binds graphs. They are introduced by structural

recursion operator rec. For example, the following

transformation in UnCAL replaces every label a

by d and remove (shortcut) edges labeled c. So

if the graph variable $db is bound to the graph

on the left of Figure 4, the result will be (after ε

removal which is conducted in a standard manner

like those for automata, and flattening the node

identifiers) the one on the right of the figure.

rec(λ($l , $g). if $l = a then {d : &1}2

else if $l = c then {ε : &3}4

else {$l : &5}6)($db)7

We call the first operand of rec the the body ex-

pression and the second operand the argument ex-

pression. In the above transformation, the body

expression is an if conditional, and argument ex-

pression is the variable reference $db. We use $db

as a distinguished global variable to represent the

input of the graph transformation.

For the sake of bidirectionalization (and also used

in our tracing in this paper), we allocate for each

node of the abstract syntax tree of UnCAL the

code position p ∈ Pos. The superscripts of each

expression in the above transformation represent

such positions.

Figure 5 shows the semantics of rec by the above

example input graph and transformation. Since

the evaluation of rec can be executed in parallel

for each edge and the subgraph reachable from the

target node of the edge (that are correspondingly

bound to variables $l and $g in the body expres-

sion), the semantics is called bulk semantics. In the

bulk semantics, the node identifier carry some infor-

mation which has the following structure TraceID :

TraceID ::= SrcID

| Code Pos Marker

| RecN Pos TraceID Marker

| RecE Pos TraceID Edge,

where SrcID is the base case and represents the

node identifier in the input graph, Code p &x

denotes the nodes constructed by {}, { : },
&y , ∪ and cycle where &x is the marker that

inherited by the corresponding input nodes of the

operand(s) of the constructor, and for {} { : }
and &y the marker is the default one and we omit.

RecN p v &z denotes the node created by rec at

position p for the node v of the graph resulted

from evaluating the argument expression. For

example, the node RN 7 1 in the figure originated
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Fig. 4 Cyclic graph examples

from node 1 and 7 is the code position of rec in

the transformation (RecN is abbreviated to RN in

the figure for simplicity, and we do similarly to

denote Code by C and RecE by RE). We have six

such nodes for each node in the input graph. Then

we evaluate the body expression for each binding

of $l and $g . For the edge (1, a, 2), the result will be

({(C 2), (C 1)}, {(C 2, d, C 1)}, {(&, C 2)}, {(C 2, &)}),
with the nodes C 2 and C 1 constructed by the

constructors { : } and &, respectively. For the

shortcut edges, ε-edge is generated similarly. Then

each node v of the graph generated by the body

expression for edge ζ is wrapped with the trace

information RE like RE p v ζ for rec at position

p. These results are surrounded by round squares

drawn with dashed lines in Fig. 5. Then they are

connected together according to the original shape

of the graph as depicted in Figure 5. For example,

the input node RE 7 (C 2) (1, a, 2) is connected

with RN 7 1. After removing the ε-edges and

flattening the node identifiers, we obtain the result

graph in Figure 4 on the right.

The variable binders let and llet are our exten-

sions and have standard meanings, and used for

optimization by rewriting [9].

The notion of bisimulation is extended to cope

with bisimulation, and it is known that every Un-

CAL expression preserves bisimulation [3], though

we do not use this property in this paper. Based

on this bulk semantics, it is easy that the termina-

tion is always guaranteed, even in the presence of

cycles.

In the backward evaluation of rec for in-place

updates, the process of ε-elimination is reversed to

restore the shape like in Figure 5, and then the

graph is decomposed with the help of the struc-

tures of node with trace IDs, and then the de-

composed graph is used for the backward trans-

RE 7 (C 5) (5,d,6)

RE 7 (C 6) (5,d,6)

d

RN 7 4RN 7 3

RN 7 6

RN 7 2

RN 7 1

RN 7 5

RE 7 (C 1) (1,a,2)

RE 7 (C 2) (1,a,2)

d

RE 7 (C 1) (2,a,5)

RE 7 (C 2) (2,a,5)

d

RE 7 (C 5) (1,b,4)

RE 7 (C 6) (1,b,4)

b

RE 7 (C 1) (6,c,3)

RE 7 (C 2) (6,c,3)

ε

RE 7 (C 1) (3,a,5)
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b
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Fig. 5 Bulk semantics by example

formation of each body expression. The backward

transformation produces as the updated input the

variable binding environment (in this body expres-

sion we obtain the bindings for $l , $g and $db and

merge these bindings to produce the final binding

of $db. For example, if we update the edge (1, b, 3)

in the view to (1, x, 3), then it is propagated via

the backward transformation of the body expres-

sion {$l : &}, which produces the bindings of $l up-

dated with x and is reflected to the source graph

with edge (1, b, 3) replaced by (1, x, 3).

2. 2 UnQL as a Textual Surface Syntax of

Bidirectional Graph Transformation

We use the surface language UnQL [3](Fig. 6),

for bidirectional graph transformation. It is bidi-

rectionally interpreted by translation into UnCAL

and bidirectional interpretation of the translated

UnCAL expression [8]. It is based on the notion

of structural recursion. It can be considered as a

divide and conquer computation scheme using the

following equation:

f({}) = {}
f({l : g}) = e(l, g) @ f(g)

f(g1 ∪ g2) = f(g1) ∪ f(g2).

The correspondence with the rec in UnCAL with

f above is

f(g) = rec(e)(g).

The structural recursion function f , if given single-

ton node graph, returns the singleton node graph,

or if given a graph with one edge labeled l on the

top, followed by subgraph g, then the result will be



(template) T ::= {L : T, . . . , L : T} | T ∪ T | $g

| if BC then T else T

| select T where B, . . . , B

| letrec sfun fname(L : $G) = . . . in fname(T )

(binding) B ::= Gp in $G | BC

(condition) BC ::= not BC | BC and BC | BC or BC

| L = L

(label) L ::= $l | a

(label pattern) Lp ::= $l | Rp

(graph pattern) Gp ::= $G | {Lp : Gp, . . . , Lp : Gp}
(regular path pattern) Rp ::= a | | Rp.Rp | (Rp|Rp) | Rp? | Rp∗ | Rp+

Fig. 6 Syntax of UnQL

the concatenation of the result of some computa-

tion e using l and g, combined by append operation

(@) with the recursive result with g. If given hori-

zontal union of two graphs g1 and g2, then the re-

sult will be the horizontal union of recursive results

with g1 and g2. Since the first and third equation

hold for any f , we only use the second equation for

the programming in UnQL.

Thanks to the translation to UnCAL with bulk

semantics, we can program graph transformations

as if we are programming on (infinite) trees as a

result of (conceptually) unfolding the input graphs.

We can combine the structural recursions to ex-

tract various graph patterns like regular expressions

of edge labels using mutual structural recursion.

A join operation of multiple graph patterns is

achieved by nesting of structural recursions. The

following UnQL query returns the input graph

bound to the variable $db if the graph has both

edge labeled a and that labeled b at the root,

and otherwise returns a graph with single node

denoting empty result.

letrec sfun f ({a:$g})

letrec sfun f ({b:$g}) = {res :$db}
in f ($db)

in f ($db)

Higher syntactic sugar select allows the combi-

nation of these query patterns by simple SQL-like

syntax, combining querying and prepending edges

to the results arbitrarily. For example, the follow-

ing transformation

select {result :$g}
where {a.b:$g} in $db

extracts subgraphs under consecutive edges labeled

a and b, and prepends an edge labeled result for

each of these subgraphs. Next transformation

select {result :$name}
where {Class . ( srcof .Assoc . dst)+:$class} in $db ,

{isAbstract :{$b :$Any}} in $class ,

$b = true

computes the subgraphs with respect to transitive

closure of edges by traversing the label pattern

srcof.Assoc.dst more than once, and choose

those having an edge labeled isAbstract. This is

extracted from an example of Class to Relational

transformation appeared in our previous work [11].

All language constructs in UnQL are translated

into UnCAL [3] [13] [12]. In particular, select to

structural recursion, and structural recursion to

rec in UnCAL. We highlight the essential part

of the translation in the following. Please refer

to [3] [13] [12] for details.

The template part (directly following the select

clause) appears in the innermost body of the nested

rec in the translated UnCAL. The edge construc-

tor expression is directly passed through, while the

graph variable pattern in the where clause and the

corresponding reference are translated into a com-

bination of graph variable bindings in nested recs

as well as a reference to them in the body of rec.

For example,

select {res :$db}
where {a:$g} in $db ,

{b:$g} in $db

is translated into

rec(λ($l ,$g ) . i f $l = a then

rec(λ($l ,$g ) . i f $l = b

then {res :$db} else {})($db)

else {})($db) .

Regular expression of labels are translated



first into non-deterministic finite automata, and

then they are translated into mutually recursive

letrec sfuns, and finally into rec in UnCAL

using multiple input/output markers and disjoint

unions using tupling [15] technique, where tuple

construction is encoded by disjoint union, and pro-

jection is encoded by graph append operation and

output marker expression using idiom described in

the previous subsection.

2. 3 Forward Semantics with Traceable

View and Intermediate Results

In the extended forward evaluation of UnCAL

we leave not only the trace information in the node

identifiers but also every intermediate result of the

operands. We represent this information by extend-

ing the abstract syntax with the results subscripted

on the bottom left. We annotate an UnCAL ex-

pression e with overline e to denote this extended

abstract syntax, but omit the overline if it is clear

from the context. Moreover, if the subscripts are

not used, we omit them as well. For example, for

the edge constructor expression {el : e}, we have

F [[{el : e}]]ρ = G{el : e}
where G = {L : G0}

Lel = F [[el]]ρ

G0e = F [[e]]ρ.

The special cases are the conditional expression

and structural recursion rec. For the former, we

keep only the branch that is actually evaluated. It

is denoted by if beb e where b : Bool represents

the run-time branching behavior and it is true if

the then branch has been taken and false other-

wise, and e is the extended evaluation result of the

body expression for the corresponding branch. For

the latter, we keep the map from the edge from

which the bindings of the label and the graph vari-

able are created, to the result of the extended for-

ward evaluation for the binding. It is denoted by

rec(λ($l , $g).M)(ea) where M denotes this map-

ping.

We denote the set of such extended expressions

e by Eval .

3 Motivating Example

In this section, we want to give an example of a

case where the result of backward transformation

is rather unpredictable. We use the transformation

query shown below and the source graph of Fig. 7

to produce the view graph in Fig. 8, then modify

the view graph so that the result is as in Fig. 9.

select ( i f $l = a then {a:$g} else {d:$g})

where {$l :$g} in $db

Listing 1 Transformation query in UnQL
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Fig. 7 Example source graph
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Fig. 8 Graph genrerated by transformation of

the graph in Fig. 7
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Fig. 9 Modified target graph
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As the result of backward transformation, there

are serveral possibilities that satisfy bidirectional

properties. One is to accept the change, reflecting

it by changing a to d. Another forward transforma-

tion would produce the same graph as the modified

view graph. Another possibility is to change the

label a to anything other than a. Another forward

transformation would still produce the same graph

as the modified view graph. What happens in the

backward transformation depends on the underly-

ing backward transformation logic. (The system we

implemented rejects the update.)

As a second point of consideration, forward trans-

formation allows us to replicate information from

the source graph to produce a view graph which

contains some information duplicate. We want to

motivate how this can lead to the possibility of in-

consistent edits which make backward transforma-

tion fail.

select {$l :{$l ′ :$g ′}}
where {$l :$g} in $db ,

{$l ′ :$g ′} in $g

Listing 2 Class to Qualified Name

The input graph from Fig. 10 represents a class

with several methods. Applying the query above

we can duplicate the top-level edge to produce the

view graph in Fig. 11 showing the qualified names

of the methods. Now the class name “File” can

be inconsistently modified: If one label “File” is

modified to “Stream” and the other to “Buffer”,

backward transformation will try to propagate both

changes to the same source edge with label “File”

and fail because of the inconsistency of the edit

operations.

Query

V iewSource

Fig. 12 Tracing mechanisms

We introduce the notion of equivalence classes

and say that two view edges are considered to be

in the same equivalence class if backward trans-

formation would cause edits to those view edges to

propagate to the same source edge, allowing for the

possibility of inconsistent edits which make back-

ward transformation fail. There is one such equiv-

alence class for each source edge that the changes

can be propagated back to. Additionally, there is

a class of view edges which cannot be modified at

all because their label originates from a constant

defined in the transformation query, as is seen with

the edges with label d in Fig. 8.

We (1) mark the edge that reject any updates,

(2) highlight the source edge to which the modifi-

cation would be propagated. (3) highlight the code

fragment that generates the edge in the view graph

on which user is trying to update. (4) classify the

edges in the target edges with the same origin in

the source are identified. Inconsistent updates on

them would be rejected by the backward transfor-

mation.

4 Tracing Mechanisms

In this section, we will elaborate on mechanisms

that allow us to tell the correspondence between

elements of the source graph, code positions of

the transformation query and elements of the view

graph in all feasable combinations (Fig. 12).

The UnQL query in Listing 1 is converted into

the following UnCAL expression.

rec (λ($l ,$g ) .

i f $l = a then {a:$g}
else {d:$g})($db)

Listing 3 UnCAL expression of UnQL query

in Listing 1

In the graphical user interface of our system,

when a view edge is selected, the corresponding

source edge or corresponding query code point is

highlighted, and vice versa.



4. 1 Tracing between Source and View

A view edge may either be freshly created by a

edge constructor in the query or originate from an

edge in the source graph. If a view edge originates

from a source graph, it is very helpful for the user to

be able to visually see the correspondending source

edge of a view edge, particularty in complex trans-

formation scenario.

The trace information associated with node iden-

tifiers that is used during backward transforma-

tion is sufficient for directly identifying the source

of a view edge without executing backward trans-

formation in its whole. If a view edge ζ is from

the source graph, it must have a trace ID of the

form (n1, a, n2) where n1 and n2 are source IDs.

If the edge is created inside the body of a struc-

tural recursion at code position p, it will have the

form (RecE p u ζ′, a, RecE p v ζ′). Here, the edge

is the result of the evaluation of the structural re-

cursion at ζ′ and (u, a, v) is edge within the graph

created by the body of the structural recursion.

Hence, we expand the tracing information by look-

ing into (u, a, v) to detect the source edge. Nested

rec-constructs generate nested RecE traceable view

which can be expanded in the same way.

Formally, the following function

tr corr : Edge → Edge

returns the source edge of a given view edge if it

exists and fails otherwise.

tr corr((u, a, v)) = (u, a, v) if u, v in ∈ SrcID

tr corr(((RecE p u ζ′), a, (RecE p v ζ′))) =

tr corr((u, a, v))

tr corr(ζ) = FAIL otherwise

After a corresponding source edge has been found

for each view edge that has one, this relationship

can be easily reversed to allow tracing from the

source to the view:

{ζt | ζt ∈ EV , ζs = tr corr ζt},
where EV is the set of view edges. The notion

of “corresponding source edge” defined here is the

copy relationship. The source edge calculated by

this algorithm is a true copy of the view edge fed

to the algorithm.

For example, if we apply tr corr to the edge

(0, x, 1) in the view graph (Fig. 8), we obtain

the edge (0, x, 1) in the source graph (Fig. 7)

which is the source edge from which the view edge

originates from. This obtained edge can then be

highlighted accordingly.

We can relax the notion of corresponding source

edge by weakening the second case:

tr corr(((RecE p u ζ′), a, (RecE p v ζ′))) =
(

tr corr((u, a, v)) if tr corr((u, a, v)) 6= FAIL

tr corr(ζ′) otherwise
In this definition, the view edge is either a copy

of the source edge or it is the result of applying a

structural recursion to the source edge. Note that,

if tracing (u, a, v) fails, we trace back to the source

edge of ζ′, the edge being applied by the structural

recursion.

4. 2 Tracing between View and Query

Since view edges can be copied by graph variables

$g or created by edge constructors {l : e}, we can

highlight the correspondence between view edges

and graph variables as well as edge constructors in

the query.

4. 2. 1 Tracing between View and Edge

Constructor

If the edge is constructed by an edge constructor

in the query, we can reutilize the function for trac-

ing to the source edge in Section 4. 1 and, instead

of looking for a trace ID with a source ID, look for

an edge ID of the form (Code p m, , ). The ex-

pansion of rec-constructs (RecE) works the same

way.

In particular, given a view edge ζ, the following

function returns the code position p of the edge

constructor that creates ζ

tr cp : Edge → Pos

tr cp((Code p , , )) = p

tr cp(((RecE p u ζ′), a, (RecE p v ζ′))) =

tr cp((u, a, v))

tr cp(ζ) = FAIL otherwise

The edge constructor at p can then be high-

lighted when selecting the view edge. For example,

if the user clicks on the view edge (10, a, 0) in

Fig. 8, the edge constructor {a : $g} in Listing

3 is highlighted because this constructor creates

the view edge (tr cp returns p when applied to the

view edge). No edge in the source graph (Fig. 7)

is highlighted because the view edge is not copy of

any edge in the source graph.

4. 2. 2 Tracing between View and Graph

Variable

If the view edge is a direct copy from the source,

a graph variable can be highlighted in the query



instead. This graph variable was used to output

the view edge to the view graph.

For a view edge ζ = (u, a, v) with a 6= ε, we define

the sequence of applied edges of ζ as the sequence

of edges that were successively applied by nested

structural recursions to create ζ as follows:

tr eval : Edge → [Edge]

tr eval(((RecE p u ζ′), a, (RecE p v ζ′))) =

tr eval((u, a, v)) ++ [ζ′]

tr eval(ζ) = [] otherwise

In the first case, if ζ has the form ((RecE p u ζ′), a,

(RecE p v ζ′)), it is produced by the structural re-

cursion at code position p when applying the body

to the edge ζ′. Then, we recursively collect applied

edges in (u, a, v).

We also define the source edge of ζ as the result

of applying the following function to ζ.

tr srcEdg : Edge → Edge

tr srcEdg(((RecE p u ζ′), a, (RecE p v ζ′))) =

tr srcEdg((u, a, v))

tr srcEdg(ζS) = ζS

In order to trace to graph variable references

within expressions with multiple input marker

types, identification of the input marker is required

to identify the correct occurrence of the reference

that produced the edges in the view.

The input marker &m of a view edge can be

identified by traversing the edge backwards to a

RecN p &m or Code p &m. If no such node exists,

the input marker is the input marker of the root

node reachable from the edge.

The algorithm for tracing graph variables is then

as follows:

First, following the sequence of applied edges, we

can trace to the structural recursion body that cre-

ated ζ. Formally, let e be the result of the forward

semantics to the input query and ζ a view edge.

Moreover, let Z = tr eval(ζ) and ζS = tr srcEdg(ζ)

be the sequence of applied edges of ζ and the source

edge of ζ, respectively.
The body of the structural recursion in which ζ

is created is defined as
tr brec : Eval → [Edge] → Eval

tr brec(rec(λ($l , $g).M)(ea))[ζ′ : ζs′] = tr brec(Mζ′) ζs′

tr brec(e)[] = e

Recal that M maps the applied edge to the corre-

sponding (extended) body expresssion so Mζ′ de-

notes such expression.

Then, we identify the corresponding variable ref-

erence by traversing the corresponding marker com-

ponent in the UnCAL expression e, resulting from

applying tr brec to Z, using the function tr gvar

where ζS = tr srcEdg(ζ) (Fig. 13) and π2 ◦ tr gvar

returns the set of positions of the graph variables,

while π1 ◦ tr gvar is used to trace beyond @ and

cycle expressions that operate on markers. We as-

sume that the type of the expression is annotated

for every subexpression using type inference pro-

posed in our previous work [9].

The positions in π2 ◦tr gvar can be highlighted to

tell which graph variables produce ζ. For example,

applying tr gvar to the view (0, x, 1) in Fig. 8 will

result in ({}, {p}) where p is the code point of the

graph variable $g of the then branch, but not of

the else branch, in Listing 3. We can then highlight

this variable.

4. 2. 3 Tracing UnQL

The tracing mechanisms introduced above are de-

fined for UnCAL. However, the user usually formu-

lates a transformation in the more high-level lan-

guage UnQL described in Section 2. 2. For practi-

cal use, it is desired that tracing between view and

query also works for UnQL.

The tracing mechanism also works straightfor-

wardly for UnQL based on the following observa-

tion: When an UnQL query is desugared to Un-

CAL, all edge constructors and graph variables in

the UnQL query that create edges in the view graph

are preserved in the UnCAL query. For instance,

edge constructors {a : $g} and {d : $g} as well as

graph variables $g of the UnQL query in Listing 1

are transfered to the UnCAL query in Listing 3.

As a result, we can easily highlight edge con-

structors and graph variables in an input UnQL

query. Furthermore, thank to our marker-based

tracing of graph variables (Fig. 13), we can handle

UnQL queries containing regular expressions which

can lead to the generation of multiple markers.

In our system, the user can activate an optimizer

that can optimize an UnCAL query to increase

the efficiency. However, because of the excessive

reorganization of UnCAL expressions during the

optimization phase, we currently support neither

tracing UnCAL nor tracing UnQL if optimization

is activated.



tr gvar : {Marker} → {Marker} × {Pos}
tr gvar {&} G$vp = ({}, {p}) if ζS ∈ G.E

({}, {}) otherwise

tr gvar {&} {} = ({}, {})
tr gvar {&} { : e} = tr gvar {&} e

tr gvar {&m} e1 ∪ e2 = let (Z1, P1) = tr gvar {&m} e1 in

(Z2, P2) = tr gvar {&m} e2 in

(Z1 ∪ Z2, P1 ∪ P2)

tr gvar {&} &z = ({&z}, {})
tr gvar {&m} (e1 @ e2) = let (Z1, P1) = tr gvar {&m} e1 in

let (Z2, P2) = tr gvarZ1 e2 in

(Z2, P1 ∪ P2)

tr gvar {&m} cycle(e) = let (Z, P ) = tr gvar {&m} e in

(Z \ X , P ) where e::DBX
Y

tr gvar {&} () = ({}, {})
tr gvar {&x .&m} (&x := e) = tr gvar {&m} e

tr gvar {&m} (e1 ⊕ e2) = tr gvar {&m} e1

if e1::DBX
Y ∧ &m ∈ X

tr gvar {&m} e2 otherwise

tr gvar {&x .&z} rec(eb)(ea) = tr gvar {&z} eb

where ea::DBX
Y ∧ eb::DBZ

Z

tr gvarZ if b e = tr gvarZ e

tr gvar (X ∪ Y) e = let (Z1, P1) = tr gvarX e in

(Z2, P2) = tr gvarY e in

(Z1 ∪ Z2, P1 ∪ P2)

tr gvar {&m} e = ({}, {}) if e::DBX
Y ∧ &m /∈ X

Fig. 13 Marker-oriented Tracing of Graph Variables

5 Determining Editability

For the following section, we look at the under-

lying logic of the query in the UnCAL language,

which it is translated to if it was originally an UnQL

query. We want to use the following query which is

translated from Listing 2:

rec(λ($l , $g).

rec(λ($l ′, $g ′).{$l : {$l ′ : $g ′}}($g))($db)

Whether an edit is accepted or not is dependent

on the query construct used to create the individual

view edge during forward transformation.

In the UnCAL query language, edges can be cre-

ated by one of the following:

1. Graph variable usage $g . Edges in a graph

variable might be direct copies from the source

or created elsewhere by edge constructors in

the query.

2. Edge constructors {l : e}. The label can be

(a) an explicit label constant a ∈ Label

(b) a label variable which might be bound

to a source edge via structural recursion

or equal to another label constant or label

variable in an llet construct.

Only in the case of direct copies from the source

via graph variable usage, the trace information

found in these copy edges can directly identify the

corresponding source edge as seen above in section

4. 1. For 2a, a view edge created by this edge

contructor should be considered a constant edge.

Updating its label is not allowed, since backward

transformation prevents updates to constant

labels. For everything else, there needs to be a

dynamic (re-)evaluation of the query to determine

the exact value of the label or graph variable.

The rec construct is executed one time for each

possible binding of ($l , $g) found in the argument

ea. The dynamic evaluation is performed on the



intermediate evaluation results defined above in

section 2. 3.

For dynamic evaluation, we define a variable en-

vironment η : env which is composed of a label

variable environment ηL : varL → Edge⊥ and a

graph variable environment ηG : varG → (Edge →
Edge⊥). We define V as the dynamic evaluation of

the query which returns a mapping of all edges of

the view graph to their respective source edge or a

⊥ symbol in case it is a constant edge. This respec-

tive source edge could be considered the equivalence

class id of the view edge at hand.

V : Eval → env → (Edge → Edge⊥)

Let f∅ : Edge → Edge⊥ be the partial function

with an empty domain and define f{x → y} as

f{x → y}(a) =

(

y if a = x

f(a) if a 6= x and f defined for a
Further define a partial function f1 ∪ f2 for two

partial functions f1 and f2 as

(f1∪f2)(x) =

(

f1(x) if f1(x) defined

f2(x) if f2(x) defined but not f1(x)
The function aux(m, ζ) uses reachable to calculate

the edges reachable from the destination of the edge

ζ (it may include ζ itself because of cycles). The

definition of aux is:

aux(m, ζ) = {(ζ′ 7→ eq) ∈ m | ζ′ ∈ reachable(ζ)}
where eq denotes the equivalence class for edge ζ′.

The wrap function wraps each node ID in the key

of the Edge → Edge⊥ mapping with the RecE trace

information, to make the result of V consistent with

the view graph of the forward transformation.

Then V is recursively defined according to the

structure of the top-level query construct in Fig. 14.

When V is then applied to the query as a whole

and an initial environment which maps $db to a

mapping of each source edge to itself, the output

is a mapping of all view edges to their equivalence

class. For those equivalence classes with more than

one member, there is then a possibility for incon-

sistent edits. For an equivalence class eq1, back-

ward transformation will fail if there are two edges

that are part of the equivalence class, both have

been updated by the edit operation to the view,

but the resulting edge labels are different. Notably,

backward transformation does not fail in case some

edges have been updated and others have not, just

as long as the updates all have the same new label.

The GUI editor for the view graph can be modified

to take these equivalence classes into account.

When applying V to our example, we get three

equivalence classes, one for every source edge. For-

ward evaluation features one iteration of the out-

most rec construct which contains two iteration of

the inner rec construct. That way, the $l for both

view edges with label File are in the equivalence

class of source edge File. If the two File edges

in the view are modified inconsistently, backward

transformation fails.

6 Our GRoundTram System

We have integrated the tracing mechanisms in

the form of highlighting and editability support

described in this paper into our GRoundTram

system. We plan to publish the implementation

from our project website at http://www.prg.nii.

ac.jp/projects/gtcontrib/cmpbx/.

In the following, we briefly summarize these fea-

tures of GRoundTram from the user’s point of view.

Fig. 15 shows the screenshot of our GRoundTram

system.

When the user clicks on a view edge, there are

two possibilities.

1. If the view edge has been copied from the

source graph, the system highlights the corre-

sponding edge in the source graph from which

the view edge originates. The system also high-

lights the graph variables in the query that

have produced the view edge.

2. If the view edge has been created by an

edge constructor in the query, that edge

constructor is highlighted. In this case, no

edge in the source graph is highlighted. All

graph variables that have contributed to

creating the view edges are also highlighted.

The highlighting also works in the other direc-

tion. When the user clicks on an edge in the source

graph, all view edges that are copies of that source

edge are highlighted. Additionally, when the user

marks an edge constructor or a graph variable in

the query, all view edges created by the construc-

tor or variable are highlighted.

Multiple selection of edges in the view and source

graph as well as multiple marking of edge construc-

tors and graph variables in the query are also sup-

ported.

In the screenshot (Fig. 15), the user selected mu-

tiple view edges at the pane on the right. They are



V G{} η = f∅

V G() η = f∅

V G{L$l : G1e} η = (V G1e η){(G.I(&), L, G1.I(&)) 7→ ηL($l)}
V G{a : G1e} (a ∈ Label) η = (V G1e η){(G.I(&), a, G1.I(&)) 7→ ⊥}
V G(G1e1 ∪ G2e2) η = (V G1e1 η) ∪ (V G2e2 η)

V G(G1e1 ⊕ G2e2) η = (V G1e1 η) ∪ (V G2e2 η)

V G(&m := G1e) η = V G1e η

V G&m η = f∅

V G(G1e1 @ G2e2) η = (V G1e1 η) ∪ (V G2e2 η)

V Gcycle(G1e) η = V G1e η

V G(if b G1e) η = V G1e η

V G$g η = ηG($g)

V Grec(λ($l , $g).M)(G1ea) η = let m = V G1ea η in
S

(ζ 7→Gb
eb)∈M

wrap(V Gbeb η′
ζ)

with η′
ζ = (ηL{$l 7→ m(ζ)}, ηG{$g 7→ aux(m, ζ)})

V G(let $g = G1e1 in G2e2) η = V G2e2 η′ with η′ = (ηL, ηG{$g 7→ V G1e1 η})
V G(llet $l = a in G1e) η = V G1e (ηL{$l 7→ ⊥}, ηG)

V G(llet $l = $l ′ in G1e) η = V G1e (ηL{$l 7→ ηL($l ′)}, ηG)

Fig. 14 The algorithm for calculating the equivalence class mappings.

Fig. 15 Screenshot of GRoundTram system showing traces between source graph, UnQL

transformation and view graph

rendered in two different colors:

• yellow (info,type, ”Kato”) if if they are di-

rectly copied from the source, as the corre-

sponding edges are highlighted in the left top

pane and the graph varaible references that

produced these edges are highlighted in yellow

in the UnQL transformation in the left bottom

pane,

• red (addr,customer name) if they are con-

structed in the transformation, and the

corresponding labels (all constants in this

case) are highlighted in blue color in the UnQL

transformation in the left lower pane.

In addition to highlighting the correspondence

between source graph, view graph and query,

GRoundTram also renders view edges in a clas-

sified manner. In particular, constant edges are

shown in a special way that can be recognized

easily by the user. Editing these edges is disabled

by the system. Moreover, when the user clicks



on a view edge, all view edges that cannot be

simultaneously edited in an inconsistent way are

highlighted.

These features have proven to be very useful to

better comprehend and predict the behavior of

bidirectional transformations, especially of those

that are non-trivial. Particularly useful is when

a transformation query contains duplicate label

names or graph variable names, the highlighting

clearly shows which name actually creates a

selected view edge. The editability allows the user

to avoid changes to the view graph that would

eventually lead to a failure without waiting until

the backward transformation is executed.

7 Related Work

The notion of traces has been extensively stud-

ied in a more general context of computations, like

provenance traces [4] for the nested relational cal-

culus, as the importance of traceability is widely

recognized as the key to know the origin, owner-

ship, or history of an object. One of the latest re-

lated works that shares our motivation in the model

driven engineering community is the work by Van

Amstel et al. who proposed a visualization frame-

work for chains of ATL model transformations [20].

Although their work supports unidirectional trans-

formations, they also consider it important not only

to trace from source to target but the transforma-

tion query should also be involved. Systematic aug-

mentation of the trace-generating capability with

model transformations is achieved by higher-order

model transformations [19]. We have already intro-

duced the trace generation mechanism in our pre-

vious work [8] but the main objective was to the

bidirectionalization itself.

Generation of tracing information is also studied

in the reversible computation [22] community where

minimization of the trace information is also seri-

ously considered as in [23]. Currently the size of the

trace information in our GRoundTram for the pro-

posed framework to work is prohibitive in terms of

performance even for middle scale examples. In the

normal mode of GRoundTram we internally com-

press the trace information and it is part of our

future work to make the proposed tracing work un-

der the compression as well.

Tracing between a surface language (syntactic

sugar) and its core language, like between UnQL

and UnCAL in our work, is not easy in general due

to the big gap between the two languages. Pombrio

and Krishnamurthi [17] tackle this gap by propos-

ing an approach to automatically reproducing an

evaluation sequence in the core language in the sur-

face language. This work may provide a partial so-

lution for traceability between UnQL and UnCAL

in our graph transformation settings.

Triple Graph Grammars (TGG) [18] and frame-

works based on it are studied extensively by the

graph transformation research community and

applied to model-driven engineering. It is based

on graph rewriting rules that consist of triples

of source graph pattern, target graph pattern,

and the correspondence graph in-between. The

triple of source graphs, correspondence graphs

and target graphs grow in parallel in the graph

grammars described by the rewriting rules. The

trace information is explicit in the link between

correspondence graphs and source/target graphs.

As another well-studied bidirectional transforma-

tion framework, semantic bidirectionalization [21]

makes use of the polymorphism of the forward

transformation to derive the backward transfor-

mation. It generates the table of correspondence

between elements in the source and those in the

target to guide the reflection of updates, and does

not even require inspection of the syntax of the

forward transformation at all (thus called semantic

bidirectionalization). Matsuda and Wang [16]

addressed the problem of the inability of branching

by comparison with constant values that breaks

the polymorphism, by run-time recording of the

branching behaviors. They also cope with data

constructed during transformation. Ours frame-

work is close to both of the above ( [21] and [16])

frameworks in the sense that they also utilize a

particular run of a forward transformation. It is

also worth noting that UnCAL transformation is

also monomorphic in general because of the label

comparison in the if conditionals. Our bottom

equivalence class corresponds to Matsuda and

Wang’s location identifier #, and our ordinary

equivalence classes. correspond to their ordinary

numerical location identifiers.

Since the semantic bidirectionalization does not

have to walk through the backward transformation

syntax, what we are trying to do in our present

paper before execution is very close to what they



are doing in their backward transformation. For

example, they are able to detect inconsistent up-

dates based on the location identifiers, and reject

the attempt to update data created during transfor-

mation by finding the attempt to update the data

on a location identified by #.

In the (purely) semantic bidirectionalization

framework, the source-target trace is generated by

just running the transformation giving “artificial”

input in which every occurrence of an element is

replaced by a unique identifier. This is possible

because polymorphic transformation does not

inspect the concrete element values (labels in

our case). But as Matsuda and Wang addressed,

the inspection of labels breaks the framework.

So Matsuda and Wang instead make use of the

combination of location identifiers and the actual

input value. We instead use input edges as

the combination of input and location identifier

because input edges include not only the label

value but also node identifiers on both ends. With

respect to run-time recording, Matsuda and Wang

have only to record the branching behaviors that

inspected element values. This is implemented

by seamlessly wrapping the comparison operation

that takes care of that recording. Instead we

currently record all the intermediate results.

8 Conclusion

Currently bidirectional transformations some-

times receive a reputation that the result of

backward transformation is difficult to understand

or predict. This applies to a framework like our

GRoundTram system in which the backward

semantics of the given forward transformation is

completely provided, rather than (partially) left to

the users, so the logic of backward transformation

is rather fixed and hidden by the semantics.

Once the transformation gets more complex, the

prediction is even more difficult.

In this paper, we proposed, within a com-

positional bidirectional graph transformation

framework based on structural recursion, a com-

prehensive externalization of tracing between

source graphs, transformation and view graphs

in our system GRoundTram. The intermediate

results kept during forward transformations as

well as trace information used for backward

transformation, were utilized for the tracing.

We also classify every edge in the target graph

so that users can know the attempts to edit ev-

ery edge that is classified as constant edge lead to

failure of backward transformation, and for other

edges, the inconsistent updates for the edges clas-

sified identically will also cause the failure of back-

ward transformation. Since the language we deal

with allows arbitrary variable references that causes

copies, identification of copies in the view had not

been that trivial, but our proposal is simple as it

just maintains the mapping from source edge to the

view edge per variables and updates the mappings

for each variable binding construct.

We are now improving our implementation and

plan to distribute it in our project website.

As our future work, we have found some poten-

tial in the classification framework in that it can

detect the branching behavior change that current

GRoundTram fails to detect. Unlike point-free ap-

proaches, we can always refer to non-local variables

in the transformation, which means that updates of

the binding during backward transformation may

cause side effect indirectly to the value referred by

other variables. We would like to incorporate this

fix in the next release of GRoundTram. Another

potential is the capability of tracing the occurrence

position of graph variables as well as constants by

extending the entry of the table maintained by the

classifier to store the code positions and graph vari-

ables. We would like to investigate this direction to-

wards unifying tracing with classification. We also

plan to overcome the limitation of tracing with op-

timization activated mentioned in Section 4. 2. 3 by

defining rules of how to pass position information

of edge constructors and graph variables in an Un-

CAL expression to the corresponding elements in

the optimized one. Our partial implementation in

this direction shows promising results.

We would like to investigate the possibility of ac-

commodating update operations other than edge

renaming, like insertion of subgraphs, using the

same backward transformation semantics, because

we currently handle insertions using separate gen-

eral inversion strategy which is costly. We currently

have limited support, however we do not have bidi-

rectional property for complex expressions. One

obvious case that we can support is subgraph ex-

traction like select {a : $g} where {a : $g} in $db



in which we could insert an arbitrary subgraph be-

low the top level edge labeled a, because the sub-

graph is not “observed” in the transformation so

update will never interfere with the branching be-

havior. Even though that part is “observed” by

the bulk semantics, that part is left unreachable,

so update does not affect the computation of the

reachable part. If we extend the classifier function

to indicate which edge involved in the branching

behavior, inspired by [16], we could safely deter-

mine the part that accept the insertion or deletion

of that part reusing the in-place update semantics,

thus achieving “cheap backward transformation”.

We have not discussed the performance aspect in

the paper. The trace based on algebraic data con-

structors increases the size of the trace dramatically

as the composition of structural recursion increases.

It prohibits the execution of even middle-scale ex-

amples to work. We plan to compress the trace

information to restore scalability.
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